
Please follow these fixing and care instructions to ensure that your product is fitted safely 
and that it retains its high quality finish. Please retain this leaflet for future reference.

This instruction leaflet applies to the following products:

AD103305 & AD103405 L Shaped SS Professional Rail

MET 049 R01

Assemble the rod to suit location, trimming to length if required with a hacksaw.  Always trim the end of the rod which
�ts into the wall bracket.

Before drilling, check for hidden cables or pipes. The use of a residual current device (RCD) is recommended 
when working with power tools.

If the product is to be �tted on a ceramic tiled wall, a ceramic drill bit should be used. Always ensure that the drill hole
passes through the central tiled area rather than the grouted area. To prevent damage to the tile, mask the area around
the hole with tape before drilling.

Clean surfaces with a damp cloth and wipe dry using a soft cloth. Do not use detergents or abrasive cleaners 
as these may damage the surface of the product.

Do not strike the product with hard or sharp objects.
Do not use this product as a grab rail.
DO NOT OVERLOAD 2.5KG MAX

Rod Components
Straight Tubes x 2, Elbow Joint x 1, Wall Bracket x 2, Ceiling Support Rod x 1
Ceiling Hanger x 1, Ceiling Bracket x 1

Tools and Fixing Pack
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Identify a suitable location for the ceiling support rod, preferably into a ceiling joist for strength.
Assemble the ceiling support rod components as shown in Fig. 6 & 7, and cut the ceiling support rod to
length, ensuring the curtain rod remains horizontal and the ceiling support rod is vertical.
Slide the ceiling hanger onto the rod as close to the corner joint as a suitable ceiling fixing will allow and fix
the components in position.


